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Novel Approaches to Surface Analysis and Materials Engineering Using Highly Charged Ions
We have explored the potential of these new highly charged ion based techniques in studies of materials with programmatic significance such as high explosives and actinide surfaces. Specifically we are studying HCI based surface analysis techniques (such as secondary ion mass spectrometry, SIMS) that are capable of achieving sensitivity of less than 10 9 atoms/cm 2 . In addition, this technique can determine chemical structure and hydrogen concentration. These attributes make this technique especially important to Laboratory missions in enhanced surveillance and nonproliferation.
The unique advantage of HCIs over singly charged ions is the extreme energy density that is deposited into a nanometer-sized near-surface volume at the impact of a single HCI. For example, a Au 69+ ion deposits about 0.5 MJ/cm 3 . This high energy density causes the emission of a large numbers of secondary particles (electrons, ions, neutral atoms, and clusters) from surfaces. The emitted particles act as probes of the energy dissipation mechanism, and their yields are of technological significance.
The HCI-emission microscope concept we developed uniquely combines all three aspects, high spatial resolution with highly sensitive compositional analysis and chemical structure determination. Our experiments have shown that individual HCI impacts lead to copious electron emission, over 200 electrons per incident highly charged ion. In addition, highly charged ion induced secondary ion mass spectrometry (HCI-SIMS) provides considerably more information per ion impact than conventional SIMS. Combining these two phenomena provides a unique tool to study important materials issues necessary for the laboratory to accomplish its missions.
Accomplishments
I.
HCI-SIMS Quantitative analysis of surfaces and thin films is a crucial problem in materials research. Quantitative accuracy, sensitivity and depth resolution of secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) have been optimized continuously over the last decades. Useful yields, i. e. the number of secondary ions detected per sputtered target atom, are typically in the order of 10 -2 and can be as low as 10 -6
. Accurate quantification often has to rely on the use of calibration standards or make use of cross-calibration with independent analytical techniques.
We reported strong electronic sputtering effects for impact of slow (~1 keV/u) highly charged ions, like Xe 44+ and Au 69+ , on thin insulating films and semi-metallic foils. Atomic and molecular secondary ion yields were found to be increased by over two orders of magnitude for highly charged as compared to singly charged ions at the same kinetic energy. In the case of Au 69+ on B-SiO 2 (50 nm on Si), at average more than 3 secondary ions were detected per incident highly charged ion. In addition we reported the first application of highly charged ion induced electronic sputtering for quantitative materials analysis. The past decade has seen the increasingly sophisticated demands of the semiconductor industry for highly sensitive materials characterization at high spatial resolution drive instrument development. An impressive array of instruments is available to achieve very high-resolution lateral imaging of materials (transmission electron microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, scanning tunneling microscopy, etc.). There is an equally impressive array of instruments and techniques available to determine material composition (secondary ion mass spectroscopy, Auger electron spectroscopy, photoelectron spectroscopy, etc.). We reported on a new emission microscopy technique which offers both high spatial resolution and very sensitive compositional analysis, simultaneously. This prototype instrument was designed and built to demonstrate the proof-of-principal. We have applied this microscope to the study of hydrogen localization on polycrystalline depleted uranium surfaces. More then one secondary ion can be detected from the impact of individual highly charged ions like Th 75+ on surfaces. By accumulating time-of-flight SIMS cycles event by event we can differentiate impact events requiring the presence of characteristic fingerprint ions. Building spectra with characteristic requirements, we can now see correlations of secondary ions that were emitted from single primary ion impacts. We estimate the emission area of secondary ions to be only ~10 nm x 10 nm. The uniquely high secondary ion yields enable the probing of chemical structure and homogeneity of complex target surfaces on a nanometer scale. Highly charged ions are a unique tool for probing of chemical structure on a nanometer length scale. For example we have reported determining surface properties by coincidence counting from tantalum diffusion barrier features that are 25 nm in width. We have explored the potential of this new technique in studies of materials with programmatic significance such as hydrogen getter technology and high explosive mixtures. A. Sputter Yields We have measured the sputter yields of solid surfaces interacting with highly charged ions. Sputter yields are fundamental characteristics of the interaction of highly charged ions with surfaces. Important new insights into atomistic mechanisms of the interaction are based on our results. In addition the sputter yields are a fundamentally necessary step in the secondary ion mass spectrometry process.
We reported the first measurements of the charge-state enhanced sputter yields of materials without known long lived electronic traps, such as self trapped excitons. These results were particularly exciting in the case of semiconductor surfaces. The potential energy of HCI is the sum of the binding energies of the electrons removed when forming the ion. We report the first measurements of the deposition of potential energy into electronic excitations of the surface. The deposition of this potential energy determines the atomic rearrangements that eventually lead to sputtering and structural changes in the solid surface. Reduced screening of the nuclear charge of highly charged projectiles in solid surfaces had been proposed to result in increased momentum transfer to target electrons and nuclei. A finite de-excitation time of highly charged ions should result in energy loss enhancements due to pre-charge-state-equilibrium contributions as compared to the energy loss of projectiles that reach a target in charge state equilibrium. We reported the first observations of charge-state dependent energy-loss enhancements of slow, highly charged ions in solids. 
